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1 Introduction

Structured packings utilized in today’s distillation packed towers consist of stacked

units of many vertically oriented parallel corrugated plates. The “V” -shaped corruga-
tions are oriented at a fixed angle with respect to the vertical direction, and the cor-
rugation angle in adj scent plates are oriented in reverse direction. Points of contact,
at the crests of the corrugations, between adjacent plates, form an unconsolidated
porous medium with known topology. Modern structured packings have been gaining
acceptance in several separation processes, particularly distillation where gas/vapor
and liquid flow countercurrently through the packing. In addition, structured pack-
ings have been credited with relatively low pressure drop, high efficiency, low holdup,
and higher capacity; the packing also can be made corrosion resistive.

In the past decade industry, government (ADLER et al., 1998), and academia (PORTER,
1995) have extolled the need for improving distillation processes. Current modeling
strategies are still inadequate since they are largely semi-empirical and prone to fail-
ure. Therefore there is considerable anticipation that novel modeling techniques with
realistic predictive capabilities will impact distillation beneficially. Despite a number
of efforts towards modeling gas-liquid flows in distillation towers, design and analysis
of these industrially important devices remain relatively primitive when compared
to prevailing modeling techniques in other industries, e.g., aircraft and automobile
industries.

Progress towards realistic modeling of transport phenomena in distillation towers
has been hampered by exceedingly complex two-phase hydrodynamics in porous me-
dia. In spite of modeling difficulties, predicting the simultaneous motion of gas-liquid
phases in a porous media of known (reproducible) geometry and topology is becoming
a tractable problem. Recent advances in modeling complex flows in porous media via
emerging lattice-Boltzmann methods (MAIER et al., 1998; GRUNAU et al., 1993) are
promising techniques that can be used to simulate flows in complex geometries with
a hitherto level of detail. In particular gas-liquid flows in packed towers filled with
certain structured packings are viable candidates.

The purpose of this work is twofold, First, this research investigates fundamental
aspects of modeling single phase—gas and liquid—flows through corrugated parallel
plates. Since the crests of opposite plates make contact at a finite number of points
(fig. l.la), a porous medium is formed possessing reproducible topology. Predictive
results obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation on a suitably constructed lattice,
containing the void space between the parallel plates, will be compared with visual-
izations through an acrylic model (fig. 1, lb) that matches the same geometry used in
the simulations.

The second goal of this
tercurrent flow in the void

work is to investigate the feasibility of gas-liquid coun-
space of the porous medium represented in figure 1.1.



over all possible pairs (u, a)= 24x 2.

To regularize this ill-posed identification problem, we introduce ‘the following optimal control problem.

We consider that u and u are controls to be adjusted such that - at optimality - they minimize the following

penalty functional (a,.5 > O):

T

J(ZJ,CT)=: H2~w
Iw(t, z, .Z) - h(t, $, z)12d2dmit

(1.7)

+:
/2~ ,~~.(.)’d..tr [uZZ(x)2]dx + ~

Here, as before, W is the solution of (1.4) corresponding to the chosen u and a. The form of the penalty

i terms indicates that we look for functions u and a that are smooth enough. The functions UXand uXZdenote

the gradient and the Hessian of u, respectively. Note that for any u e U, UZ c D’(G; IR2) for all p e [1, co)

(since G c JR’ is a bounded region). Thus, we can see that the last integral in (1.7) is well-defined for any
\

u e U if and only if o G Z. The optimal control problem is formulated as follows:

i
Problem (OC). Find (IZ,F) = U x 2, such that

I
,

(1.8) J(IZ,5) = Jr& J(u, a).

Assuming the inverse problem (1.6) has a unique solution, then for small a, b, the optimal control pair (z, 6)

that satisfies (1.8), should approximate this solution reasonably well. To obtain a solution to the original

identification problem (1.6) we let the parameters a, b tend to zero.

The novelty and difficulty of the problem considered in this paper comes from the combination of shape

optimization and bilinear boundary control. The bilinear boundary control alone has been addressed in

4
[2]. Shape optimization for the wave equation or related PDEs has been considered in [1,5]. The results

contained here further the application of our general formalism [3] to the parameter identification problem

for the acoustic wave equation [2]. A characterization of the optimal pairs can be found in the full treatment

of this problem in [4].

The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we restate the optimal control problem (OC) in a

fixed domain. In section 3 we prove the well-posedness of the weak formulation of the direct problem for

any (u, a) ● U x Z. The existence of optimal controls (~, @ is proven in section 4. Finally, in section 5 we

)’ connect these results to the identification problem (1.6).

I $2. An Optimal Control Problem in a Fixed Domain

In this section, we introduce an equivalent formulation of the original problem. For given (u, a) e U xX,

suppose W is a solution of (1.4). Let g and z be related by

(2.1)
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,
Thus, g e [0,2] and z c [0, u(z)]. Define w(t, Z, y) = IV(4 q 9), V(t, z, y) E [0,2’] x Q. Then, equivalently,

we have w(t, Z, z) = w(t, X, &), V(t, Z, Z) c [0,~1x Q(u). Clearly,

(2.2)
{

IFv. (t, z,.z) =
2

2“ ) = -&w.(t,LY).—WV(4 ~, ~
u(x)

If we let

then it follows from (2.2) that

(2.4) v(z,z)~(~, ~>~) = U($9 !J)v(x,y)w(~? ~>Y).

On the other hand, for any @(t, Z, z) - (@l(t, Z, z), G2(t, Z, z), @3(t, Z, .z))T, we let 6(t, x, y) - (191(t, x, y),

r32(t,z,y),63(t, z,y))T = @(t, z, w). Then, similar to (2.2), one has

Set

(2.6) fi(x,y) = E(X, 9),

and

(2.7) @(t, %,z) = E(X, Z)v(z,z)w(t,z,2).

Then, by (2.4) and (2.6), we have 13(t,z, y) = fi(x, Y)U(%,y)V(~,y)w(t,z, g). Thus, by taking El(t, z, z) as

(2.7) in (2.5), we obtain

V(z,.). [.l+z, z)v(m,z)~(~>~?4]= v(w) .(u(z,Yl~E(z,Y)u($, Y)v(z,v,w(t,z,Y))

(2.8)
+ & ( u(z, Y)Tfi(z, Y)u(x, Y)v(z,g)w(t, x, Y), V(.,,p(z) ) .

4



Then (2.8) can be rewritten as follows:

Next, we consider the boundary conditions. First, (see (2.4))

(2.10)

8W
0= (an~

—+C7W )1r(u)

= ((
‘V(z’z)w’ h (-” fz)))+~w)lz=u(x,

(= J&
( U%uv(z,v)w, U-l

(-”Yq)+~41v=2

u(x)
(( FVW, es ) +

2/-
O-(x)w

= 2/1+ IU.(Z)12 u(x) )1 y=2‘

with e3 = (O, O,1)~ and hereafter V = V(~,V). Then, by defining the conormal with respect to 1’ as

aw = ( FVW, n ), on 6’!Q,with n being the outward normal of tX_l,we have from (2.10) thatK

(2.11) (–aw + 2/~

dnJ’
a(x) w

)1
= o.

u(x) 94

Similarly, we have ~ ~=o = O. Thus, we obtain the following equation for w(t, x, y), over the fixed domain

(2.12)

with

(2.13)

wtt – V (FVW) = g,

w\aG = o,
6’W

8nF @I
= o,

( )1g+imw =0,y+
W[t=o= ‘uJo, Wlt=o=%

g(x, y) = ~ ($’(x,Y)VW, VU(Z)) +.f(Lz> w), (~,~,y) G [O,T] x Q

Wo(a, y,u(z)) = $7(X,*),

Wl(z, y,u(z)) = ‘+(x, *),

The cost functional (1.7) becomes

(2.14)

G G,

(X, y) e f-l,

(x, y) en.

T

//1J(u, a)=* o ~ W(t, z, ~) - h(t, x, .Z)12dd2xlt

+~ J2~
tr [uZZ(x)2]dx + ~

1’2rJ
1 + IUZ(Z)12a(x)zdx.
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The advantage of the new formulation is that the equation is considered in a fixed domain. However,

as a result, the control enters in the leadlng coefficients of the state equation and the cost functional is

somewhat non-standard in the first term.

33. Weak Formulation and Well-posedness of the State Equation

Let H be the space L2(S2) with the usual L2 inner product and norm denoted by \. ]H, or simply by I. I

if there is no ambiguity. For p Z 1, let

with the norm

(3.2) {J }I/p

Ikllw:g(f-1) = ~ lvwlp~~~Y , Vv G IV;:(Q).

It is clear that II.II~,g(Q) and II”I]wI,P(Q)are equivalent (for all p ● [1,m)) and the embedding W&(Cl) _ H

6 Now, for fixed (u, a) G U x X, we define (recall (2.3))is continuous for p > ~.

Note that for (u, a) c U x E, luzal E E. Clearly, II. Ilv(w,a) is a norm defined on Cm(n). We let V(u, a) be
—

the completion of {v ● C’m (~) ] ~I(OG)~ICI,Z1= O}, under the norm II. llvfU,~). It is clear that V(u, a) is a

Hilbert space under the inner product whose induced norm is 1]o llv(ti,a). We have the following result.

Proposition 3.1. (i) For any p >2, there exists a constant Cp >0, such that

(3.4)

Consequently,

Ibllv(u,a) <Cp(l + h4wW/(P-W(G) + hdl;~G)) hllw;:(cz)>

‘d(u, a) e u x x, v E W::(Q), q >2.

(3.5) U VV;:(Q) G n V(u,a).
p>2 Ku

.Gx

Moreover, WIJ’(Q) is dense in V(zL, a) for any p >2 and (u, a) E U x Z.

(ii) There exists a constant C >0, such that for any r c (6/5, 2),

Consequently,



To prove the above result, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. For any p >1, there exists a constant C >0, such that

(3.8) \lvllwl_l.,p(r) s C]lvllwl!qo), W e W1’P(Q).

We note that in the case 80 is Cl, the above result is standard (see [6]). In our case, Ml is just Lipschitz

and the result can be extended to this case.

Proof of Proposition 5’.1. (i) First of all, by definition of 24, we have

(3.9) U c W1)P(G), !@E [1,00),

since G c lR2. Let (u, o) G U x X, v ~ V(u, u) and p >2. Let us look at the first term on the right-hand

side of (3.3).

{/1 U(g, u(z), uZ(X))VV(Z,V) 2dxdy}1’2 = {/(1

2 4 1/2
‘l&— %zvv +

)}
‘V2 dxdy

(3.10)

~:{~(!vz12+(l+,uz,2)v2 dzdy “2.) } sc(~+llullw:2p/(p-2)(G,;lL1.p(Q,,

with a uniform constant C >0. Here, we have used the fact (3.9).

Next, we look at the second term on the right-hand side of (3.3). We claim that

(3.11) llv\l~,q/(9-l)(r) < CPllVl\Wl,~(n), QV e Wl~p(Q), p,q >2.

In fact, for any q >2 and 2< p <3, we have 2q/(q – 1) < 2p/(3 – p). Thus, by Sobolev’s embedding

theorem and Lemma 3.2, we have

(3.12) llvll~%/(,-U(r) < c\lvll~,P/(s-~)tr)< cll~llwl-l/P)PfrJ S CpllvllWl,P(s2).

For the case p 2 3, we let e > 0 such that p – e c (2,3). Then, by (3.12), one h= llvllL29/(cl)(r) S

CllVllwI,p-.(n) < CIIVIIWLP(Q),which Proves our Claim (3.11). consequently,

(3.13) {j lum(x)a(z)lv(z,2)2dz}1’2 < ll”Zall\?(G) llvllL29/t9-l)(r) < cP\luXalli$G)llv\lwl.p(~)-

Combining (3.10) and (3.13), we obtain (3.4). Then, it follows that W~~(0) G V(U, a), ‘v’p >2, (u, a) E

U x X, which yields (3.5). The conclusion concerning the density is clear.

(ii) For any (u, a) c U x 2 and v ~ V(u, a), we have (see (3.3))

(3.14)

Here, we have used the fact that u = [1, 2]. Now, for any r G [1, 2), we have

IIWCIIU-($2)s Ikz – :WJIIL”(Q) + II:%%IIL”(Q)
(3.15)

s Mlv(u,u) + cllvgllL2(Q) ll~mllL2~/(2-~)(n)s C(l + ll~llwl!2w~)(Q)) Ilvllv(u,a).
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Then (3.6) follows, which leads to the first inclusion in (3.7). The last embedding follows immediately from

the continuity of the embedding W~~ (Q) ~ ~. ❑

Next, for any (u, a) c U x E, we introduce a bilinear form a : V(ZL,CT)x V(TL o) ~ R as follows:

(3.16)
I I

a(v, w) = (FVV, VW ) dxdy + p~vwdx, VU,w E V(U, CT),
$2 r

Note that

(3.17) Iuz(z)l < p(z) < 2(1+ Ium(cc)l).

Thus, the second term on the right hand side of (3.16) is well-defined. It is clear that a is symmetric, i.e.,

a(v, w) = a(w, v), b’v, w = V(u, O) ad bounded (see (3.3) and (3.22)), i.e. Ia(v, w)l < WJllV(tt,~)llWllV(~,O),

W, w e V(u, CT).Moreover, by (1.2), (2.9), (3.3) and (3.17), we have the coercivity of a, namely for some

3>0,

(3.18)
/

Cl(V,V) = (FVv, Vv)dxdy+
I

/.mv2dZ > ~llvllt(u,+~ vu G V(?J, a).
S-1 r

Then, we can define an A G ,C(V(U, a), V(u, o)’) by

(3.19) (Av, w)U,a = a(v, w), Vv, w E V(u,a),

where (., . )ti,o is the duality pairing between V(u, a) and V(u, a)’. Since a depends on (u, a) = 24 x X, we

also use the notation

(3.20) a(v, w; U,O) - a(u,v) = (Av, w)~,~ - (A(u, o)v, w)~,~.

Now consider the following:

{

w“(t) + Aw(t) = g(t), in V(u, a)’,
(3.21)

w(o) = Wo, w’(o) = WI.

The following well-posedness result holds for (3.21).

Proposition 3.3. Let (u, a) = U x 2. For any g ~ L2(0, T; V(u, a)’), W. = V(u, a) and WI c H, problem

(3.21) admits a unique solution w = C’([O,T]; V(u, a)) fl Cl ([0, 2’]; H) satisfying the following estimate:

/

T

(3.22) llw(”)llc([O,T];v(@) + llw(”)b([O,T];H) ~ C{llwok(u,a) + \wll + llds)llv(u,ayds}.
o

We can put (3.21) into a more convenient equivalent form:

/

T

I

T

(3.23) o
~(t) (g(t), v)dt = –T(O) (WI,V) + ~(o)(WO,V) +

vu G V(u, IT),‘y● C2([0,T]), T(T)= $(T)o=

8

{?(~)(w(~),v) +y(~)a(w(s),v;w a)}dt,

o.



More precisely, by taking into account the density of W1’P (Q) in V(u, a), we can write (3.23) as follows: For

p>2,

(3.24)
T

II
7(~)9(i ~, YMz, Y)~~~Y~~ = –7(0 / ‘w (% Y)@, l/)~~@

0’!2 c1

/

T

+ +(0) W()(z, y)v(z, g)dzdy +
//

~(t)w(t, z, y)v(z, y)dxdydt
n OQ

T

/1

T

+ y(t)(F(z, y)vw(t, x,y),Vv(z,y))CL@@+/1
-y(t)p(z)o(z)w(t, x, 2)V(Z, 2)dzdt,

OQ OG

vuc W;:(Q), y ● c2([o,m -m =w’) = o

; We see that replacing v c V(U, a) by w G ~~~(W makes the test function in (3.24) independent of (% ~).

1
Lemma 3.4. Let (u, a) ~ U x .2, and

j
j
1

{
{

f G L2(0,Z’;H) = .L2((0,T) x Q),
(3.25)

P ~ W;:(Q), ?J c H= L2(Q).
.d

$ Let g, wo and WI be defined by (2.13) with w = V(U1 u). Then

( l19(ollv(u,4/ < C(I + ll~ll&l)2r/(.-l) (G)llwllv(u,u) + l.f(~)l)

(3.26) I a.e. tc(O, T), l<r <~,

\

Ilwollv(u,a)< WAV1,’(S2)(1 + Ild;$q)>

IW,IH < Cl?jlly.

Prooj For any 1< r < ~, we denote p = ~ c (~, ~) c (1,2)- Then 2r = ~, ~ < ~. Thus,

WlJ~(f2) _ L* (!2) = L2r(f2). Consequently, by (3.6), for any v c V(u, a),

II~: (Fvw, vu)dzdy <c/ liuvwl 1%1 iv@@/
f-l

< W7V41L2((2) (/ Iuzl%’dzdy) 1’2< Cl\WllV(U,a) \l~llL9~(Q)11U11Wl,ZT/(r-lJ(G)

t (3.27)
n

< cllwllV(u,a) llvllW1,@(Q)11u11W1,2r/tT-l)(G)

< CllW\lV(u,C)llVllV(U,a)(1+ 1141wLWH(G)) bllW1,2r/@-l)(G)

I
< C(l + h41&d(7-l)(G)) llwllv(u,o)l!~llv(u,u).

4
< On the other hand,

(3.28) / f(~)~! *ML ‘Y)~~~Y < (~(u) l.f(L~, M-&dz)’’21vI < cl.f(t)lHlvlH.S2
Thus, the first inequality in (3.26) follows. To prove the second inequality in (3.26), we first let q > 2,

~ <4. For p smooth,q-1

(3.29) {/
G Iw(z,u(z))l*d? }%= {~lv(.72)-~m,P,(z, Y)d,l*d%}*

< cllP1l.L4(r) + c\lvp\lL29/(9-V(f2) < CIIPIIWL4(Q).

9



For general p E W1’4 (!2) C+ C(n), we can make an approximation. Hence, (3.29) holds for all q >2 and

~ G Wl~4(Q). Next, similar to (2.4), we have UV(~,v) WO= v(~,~) p. Thus,

(3.30)

s WWW(Q) + ll~z~lliq(n) llPll&’!4(Q) s w + IIW41D’(S2)) IIWII?IL4(S2)”

This gives the second inequality in (3.26). Finally, the third inequality in (3.26) can be proved similar to

(3.28). •1

Definition 3.5. Let (u, o) 6 U x E. Let (p, ~) c Fvj~(Q) x H. A function w c C’([O,T]; V(U, C))n

C1 ([0, 2’]; H) is called a weak solution of (2.19) if (3.21), (3.23) or (3.24) holds with WO,WI and g given by

(2.13).

We note that for any t e [0, T], (3.22) holds with T replaced by t and with the constant C >0 being

uniform in t e [0, T]. Thus, a standard contraction mapping argument provides the following result.

Proposition 3.6. Let (1.2) hoki. Then, for any (w,@) = W~~(Q) x H, f ~ L2(Q T; H), (u, ~) c U x ~,

there exists a unique weak solution w of (2.12). Moreover, there exists a constant depending on lltillHI(G),

such that

(3.31) IIW(-)[IC([O,T];V(U,O])+ IIW(.)IIC1([O,T];H)< C{IIPIIW1!4(Q) + 1~1+ 11f(-)11L2(0,T;H)}-

S4. Existence of Optimal Controls

In this section, we prove the following result.

Theorem 4. I. Let (p, v) E W&(Q) x H and f G L2 (0, T; H). Then problem (o~) admits an oPtimal

triple (Z7,u, a) .
——

Proof We let (uk, ak) c U x Z be a minimizing sequence of Problem (OC). Let Wk E C([O, T];

V(ZJk,Ok)) n C1 ( [0, T]; H) be the corresponding state. Then,

Thus, we may assume that

[

~kyz
9 weakly in H2 (G),

#~z
7 strongly in W1’P(G), Vp c [1,00), and in Ca(~, VCXG (O, 1),

(4.2)
ok ~ F, weakly in L2 (G),

k 2 1/4 kg. (1+ Iazlz)l’qa,
(1+ 1%1 ) O weakly in L2(G).

10



On the other hand, from (3.31), we see that

IIWWIIC([O,T]; V(UW)) + Wl”)llc’([o,ml)
(4.3)

s C{ IIWV’,’(S2) + WIH + IM(”)IIL’(O,T;H)}> v~ 21.

This yields the following (note the definition of U):

{

Ild – -&wjllL’((o,T)xi-) + ll@lL’((o,T)xs2) s G
(4.4)

[lw;ll~’((o,qx~) <c.

Thus, we may assume that for some U, we have

I
w: - -$u~wfi ~ TDZ- ~VliZ7V, weakly in L2((0,T) x Q),

w; ~inv, weakly in L2((O, T) x !0),

(4.5) w: ~mt, weakly in L2((0, T) x Q),

“1
w:~nz, weakly in L“ ((O, T) x Q),

wk~v
> strongly in Lp ((O, T) x Q),

where r ~ (1,2] and p E (4/3,4) .To prove that (V, ~, E) is an optimal triple, note that

(4.6) T
+

//
~(t)(~k(z,y)vwk(t, z,y),VV(Z, y) ) dzdydt,

0S2
T

+
/1

~(t)/Jk(Z)Ok(Z)Wk(t,x,2)v(z, 2)dzdt,
OG

VV G w,:(o), y E C’([O,T]), TO’) = $(T) = o,

where

1 ~ (Fqz, y)vwk(t, z,y), Vuk(x)) +.f(t, z,*),9k(G%Y) = ~u (x)

(t, z,y) G [0, T] X ~,

I ( ) ( –*U:(Z)
F~(cc, y) = –*:&(z)~& ‘(z’*) : * )>

(4.7) (X, y) E 0,

2/-
pk (x) = XEG,

u~(z) ‘

[

W$(x, y) = (p(%,+), (X,y) G !-l,

Wf(%, y) = ‘I/@, *), (Z, y) G Q.

We define ~, ~, F, ?DOand iDI the same as (4.7) with Wk, Uk, CJkreplaced by V, ?i and 5. By (4.2) and (4.5),

we see that
T

//

T

~(t)gk(t, z, y)~(Z, y)dzdydt ~
//

~(t)~(t, $, y)~(Z, y)dzdydt.
on on

11



Similarly, we have the convergence of the first four terms on the right-hand side of (4.6). For the last term on

the right-hand side of (4.6), we note that I@’r ((O, T) x Q) ~ W1–~’” ((O, 7’) x G) - L’ ((O, T) x G), with the

last embedding being compact fors < ~. Thus, we may assume that VJk(t,x, 2) ~ U(t, x, 2), in .LS((O,7’) x

G), a.s. (t, x) G (O,T) x G. BY taking ~ = ~ E (1,2), we have ~-r~ = ~ > s = 2. Thus, for p >3, which

implies that V(X, 2) e Co(~) for some a c (O, 1). The boundedness of v ensures the convergence of the last

term on the right-hand side of (4.6). Consequently, we see that (?l @ is an optimal control. ❑

~5. Solution to the Identification Problem

The last two terms in (1.7), which represent the “cost” of the controls in the optimal control problem

are spurious for the identification problem (1.6). Thus, we would like to let a, b tend to zero and recover the

solution(s) to the identification problem (1.7). Consider two sequences of positive numbers {an}, {b~} both

converging to zero. For each pair (an, b~) we denote the optimal triple by (tin, tin, b~); this triple minimizes

the objective functional Jn = J(an, bn, mn, %, 6m). We can prove

Theorem 5.1. Assume there exist (u*, a’) G U x Z such that w* = W(U*, a“) satisfies w* IWX(O,T)= h

a.e. Then there exist (uo, 00) E U x X such that for a pair of sequences{an,bn} -+ {O, O}, we have (ii-n, an) -

(Uo, ao) in H2(G) x L2(G), @~ - too in L2((0, T) x Q) and wOIWX(O,T)= h .

Proof Since (u*, a“ ) is an admissible control pair and (%, t7n) minimizes Jn, we have

Jn(iin,6n) < Jn(u*, a*)

and

This bound together with the a priori estimates on tin (independent of n), imply, as in Theorem 4.1,

that there exist (uo, 00) c U x Z such that on a subsequence we have

weakly in L2(G)

weakly in L2(G)

strongly in L2((0, T) x Q)

and zil~(tin, ~~) J W. (u., Oo). Letting n + co in (5.1) we also obtain

T

1/
IWI) – h12dzd,zdt = O.

Ow

Thus, W. Iwx(O,T) = h and therefore, U. and 00 are the identified boundary shape and reflectivity. •1

Note: The identified pair (u., co) is not necessarily equal to (u*, a*). If the inverse problem has a unique

solution, then (uo, Oo) = (u*, o*).
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